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      Politician      Politician      Politician      Politician    
As politicians like to jump on any band wagon and have a finger in every pie, they can re-use a role that 
has previously been used in that round by exchanging it with a played role card - but they do NOT get the 
privilege. e.g. if the Builder has gone before then the Politician may start a Building round but he does 
NOT get the discount, similarly if Mayor, then NO extra colonist. (The other players have the option to use 
the repeated role in the usual way.)  
 
This card is double-sided, having a Prospector on the back. A Player may decide to be a Prospector 
instead, in this case they get the extra Doubloon as normal. The player either swaps the Politician for the 
relevant card from another player - OR they flip it face down and take the money, as Prospector. In either 
case it is returned face-up to the center for the next round.) 
 

The flag on the card is the Grito de Lares Flag (1868) used 23 September 1868 during an unsuccessful 
revolt against Spanish government. The upper squares were blue, the bottom squares red, the star white 
or possibly pale yellow. The Current Puerto Rican flag was created in 1895, by the Puerto Rican section of 
the Cuban Revolutionary Party. Before 1952, police arrested anyone displaying the flag on charges of 
insubordination against the United States. When Puerto Rico became a Commonwealth that year, the flag 
became the island's official emblem. In 1544, the Spanish Flag would have flown over Puerto Rico. 

    

PiratePiratePiratePirate    
The PIRATE/ PROSPECTOR is best used to replace the third Prospector in a 6 player game. Whoever 
picks the pirate may take a Colonist from another player’s plantation or San Juan. This means you may 
not take a colonist currently on a building on the top half of the placard. The colonist is placed in your San 
Juan and stays there until the next Mayor phase. As well, the Pirate may also take a good (Corn, Sugar, 
Indigo, Tobacco, or Coffee) from a player. This could be the same player you took the Colonist from or a 
different player. If none of the other players have Colonists in the plantations or in San Juan and none of 
the other players have any goods you get nothing. 
 
This card is also double sided. The player may choose to use the Prospector side and just collect his 
doubloon. The “9 hold ship” are for expanding to a six-player game.  
 
 

The Politician Rules are by Kendall Johns -  http://www.boardgamegeek.com/thread/5099 
 

The Pirate Rules are by MrZoz - http://www.boardgamegeek.com/filepage/13167 


